Northwest Washington Woodturners

A Local Chapter of the American Association of Woodturners

Monthly Newsletter for October 2017

About NWW...

President's Letter
This past meeting, Molly
Winton gave us our last
presentation of the year.
And she ended on a most
pleasant high note: She is in
the process of moving
further north, so in all
likelihood in 2018 she will
Ray Shields
become an active member
of our club. We are eagerly looking forward
to welcoming her on board.

The Club meets every 3rd Thursday of the
month. There is no meeting in Dec. Time:
6:30pm No host dinner beginning at 5:30pm.
We meet at Hillcrest Park Lodge in Mt.
Vernon, WA. Exit I-5 at Kincaid St (Exit 226).
Turn east up Kincaid to S. 13th St, turn right
(south). Hillcrest Park is approx. 6 blocks
south on 13th St. The Lodge is located in the
NW corner of the parking lot, beyond the
tennis courts.

Change is in the air these days. For one thing,
the club's trailer will be seeking a new home
and "master". I'm sure everyone would agree
with me that unsung hero Rick Erb has done
an absolutely outstanding job for several years
now. We have relied on Rick to haul the
trailer to our meetings and events, and he has
never let us down. He has even stored the
trailer on his property. Rick's "term" with the
trailer is ending, and we are looking for one
or more people to join the team and assume
the trailer hauling responsibilities. One
requisite is that you have a vehicle that is
capable of towing the trailer (naturally, we
would love to be able to buy you a new truck
if you volunteer for trailer duty, but regrettably
our finances can't handle that). If you (with or
without an accomplice) would like to know
more about this opportunity, please get in
touch with me.

Meetings are open to anyone interested in
woodturning. All skill levels from beginners
to advanced turners are welcome.
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President's Letter

(Continued from Page1)

distance to our meeting site.
As I am trying to finish up this column, I have trick-or-treaters knocking on the door every few
minutes, which is not doing wonders for my ability to focus. It does remind me though, that
November is virtually here. I hope you are all getting excited about the annual Holiday Potluck
Party, which is scheduled for Thursday, Nov. 16th. Once again we are very lucky to have Melanie
Mankamyer organizing the Silent Auction and Bucket Raffle. And that reminds me: If you have an
item for donation to either the bucket raffle or the silent auction, please let Melanie know ASAP
(and THANK YOU!). Also, keep in mind that this is the last chance of the year to donate tops to
the Toys For Tots program, so if you have been procrastinating earlier, NOW is a great time to get
out there and put the finishing touches on some tops. The kids will love 'em. With your help,
we should be able to donate more than 1,000 tops this year!
At the Holiday Party, we always set aside a few minutes for pertinent club business, namely
election of officers. Tom Thorton, our current V.P., will become the new President for 2018. We
are actively looking for a new Vice President, and may need to take nominations from the floor.
Think about it: it could be a wonderful opportunity for you to become more familiar with the
behind-the-scenes workings of the club and a chance to get to know and engage with many fine
members of NWW (and that one not-so-fine member, but he rarely shows up). On the other
hand, if you are undecided about fast-tracking yourself to become President in 13 months, please
consider a Board position as a Member-At-Large.
Speaking of club related business, consider this a gentle reminder that dues for CY 2018 are now
being accepted. The price remains $35 for the year -- a veritable bargain! Look for an email
invoice from our Membership Chair, Mike McCunn . You can fill it out and mail it in with a
check (address is on the invoice) or bring it to a meeting where either cash or check is fine.
Have fun and be safe,

Ray

President's Challenge
There is no "official" President's Challenge for the
coming month, but we would welcome a Christmas
ornament for showing at the Holiday Potluck Party. There
are no specific size or weight restrictions, just whatever
you feel is appropriate for hanging on a standard size
Christmas tree. Oh, and prizes will be awarded, by both
the Prez and his designated judge(s). The judging criteria
will remain secret at this time, in order to encourage you
to make your ornament perfect in ALL respects (yep, that's
right, I haven't thought them up yet ...but sometime before
the judging I will).
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October Program Recap
Our guest for the October meeting was Molly Winton . Before
beginning her main presentation, she talked a bit about the
AAW and some of the benefits of membership. Molly is
currently on the AAW Board and is aware of the organization's
efforts to support its Chapters and individual members. She
encouraged all active AAW members to vote in the upcoming
board election (she lamented that despite their being 16,000plus AAW members, fewer than 10% voted in the last
election).
When developing one's own turning repetoire, Molly
recommnded each individual consider what they are
passionate about, and go with it. By choosing something 'near
and dear' to one's heart, it makes perfecting the form and
creating multiple variations interesting and exciting. You find
yourself looking forward to each new iteration in the series. In
Molly's own case, she had a strong affinity for primitive art
forms, such as cave drawings, as well as certain basket weave patterns in Native American pieces.
Graham Priddle was central in bringing these themes out in her work and encouraging her to explore
them further.
In discussing her progression as both an artist and turner, Molly stressed the value of a good critique.
She reminisced about an excellent critique of her work quite a few years ago by Don Derry. And,
although she found it extremely helpful, she also mentioned that it wasn't easy. In order to properly
benefit from a good crique, one first has to recognize that it is NOT a personal attack. Frequently,
negative or critical comments about a piece that you have spent many hours making can be hard to
hear and easy to misinterpret. It is important to ask
WHY the reviewer feels the way s/he does about a
particular aspect of the piece.
One frequently heard lament is "I can't draw". To help
overcome this fear of drawing, Molly suggested visiting
the children's section of the library or bookstore, where
you can find books that show kids how to draw by
breaking down an object into simpler lines and shapes
that can then be re-constructed. She demonstrated how
used simple lines in creating a primitive horse, an image
that appears frequently on many of her signature pieces.
On the follwing pages, Molly was kind enough to list
many helpful resources, many of which she mentioned
during her presentation.
In closing, Molly mentioned that she is moving to
Whidby Island soon, and once there she anticipates
becoming a member of our club. Good news for all!
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Bibliography of Reference Material,
Equipment & Supply Recommendations
Form/Design
; Lane, Peter; ISBN 0-8478-2113-7
; Haeckel, Ernst; ISBN 0-486-22987-4
; Greene, Gary;
ISBN 1-58180-377-X

; Dillingham, Rick; ISBN 0-8263-1499-6
; Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, University of New
Mexico; ISBN 0-8263-0388-9

; ISBN 978-1-843403-95-1
; ISBN 978-843403-96-8
; Lora Irish
www.doverpublications.com for pattern books
www.tanglepatterns.com for Zentangle designs

Pyrography
; Poole, Stephen; ISBN 0-946819-76-9
; Irish, Lora; ISBN-10: 1-56523-287-9
; Walters, Sue; ISBN-10:
1565232585

; Widess, Jim; ISBN-10: 1402745028
Wood Carving Illustrated, How to Magazine for Carvers; Issue No. 31, Summer 2005 (available
while supplies last from Treeline USA 1-800-598-2743)

www.pyrographyonline.com

Pyrography Special Issue; pyrographyonline.com, Fox Chapel Publishing **My FAVORITE!!
Pyrography 2012; pyrographyonline.com, Fox Chapel Publishing

Gourd Art
The Gourd Magazine; The American Gourd Society; www.americangourdsociety.org
; Macfarlane, David; ISBN 1-4027-1060-7
; Baskett, Mickey; ISBN 0-8069-6945-8

Carving
; Pye, Chris; ISBN 0-946819-88-2
; Irish, Lora; ISBN 1-56523-136-8
Continued on next page
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Equipment & Supply Recommendations
Nichrome Wire source: http://jacobs-online.biz/nichrome_wire.htm (20 & 22 gauge)
Recommended pyrography unit: Burnmaster Eagle (or Hawk). Source:
www.packardwoodworks.com ; www.woodworldtx.com and www.woodcarverssupply.com
Commercially made tip for line drawing and outlining (skew): (with little to no gap between the
wires at the tip of the pen). It should look like a scalpel/knife. Looks like this: The one pictured
is made by Detail Master, which is no longer made, however all pen manufacturers have tips with
similar profiles. You can buy just the tip at a significant price break as compared to tips that come
fixed to a pen body. Source for the skew, and various other specialty tips: Razertip.com ;
woodburning.com (Colwood); woodcarverssupply.com
Burnmaster Replaceable Tip Pen, (available from www.packardwoodworks.com ;
www.woodworldtx.com ; and www.woodcarverssupply.com
Benchtop Solder Smoke Absorber www.amazon.com
Solder Smoke Fume Absorber Replacement Filters www.amazon.com
Rotary carver: Mastercarver Micro-Pro Source: www.packardwoodworks.com ;
www.woodworldtx.com & www.woodcarverssupply.com
Reciprocating carver: Proxxon, Automach. Flexcut Detail Gouge Set & Roughing Gouge Set
Dremel engraver for texturing
Calipers for small vessels and Christmas ornaments: johntolly@austin.rr.com
Micro-Mark, The Small Tool Specialists: www.micromark.com Specialty pliers, mandrels, etc.
Rotary carving burrs: www.riogrande.com or 1-800-545-6566
• Steel ball cutters
• Diamond ball cutters
• 3M Scotch-Brite Radial Brustle Discs
• Cup burrs www.mdiwoodcarvers.com
• Stump cutter #20-B5
• Mini stump cutters #21-SET 36 & #21-SET 39
• Typhoon bur #37-3F1Y

Embellishment Supplies
www.welburngourdfarm.com and www.gourdmasterproducts.com

• Formula 49 (Ink dye medium); ink dyes; heat activated glue; fine tip applicators
www.rangerink.com also found at Michaels, JoAnn Fabrics, Hobby Lobby
• Distress Stain; Perfect Pearls Mist; Liquid Pearls
www.tsukineko.com also found at Michaels and JoAnn Fabrics
• DewDrop Brilliance Ink pads **must be heat set to dry
www.clearsnap.com also found at Michaels and JoAnn Fabrics
• Color Box ink pads **must be heat set to dry
www.jacquardproducts.com also found at Michaels and JoAnn Fabrics
• Pearl Ex powder pigments
www.stewartsuperior.com (may be able to arrange group purchase rather than buying through
Welburn or GourdMaster Products—see above)
Continued on next page
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• Memories Dye Ink **must be heat set to dry
www.decoart.com also Hobby Lobby, Michaels
• Texture Terra Cotta; other faux finishes
www.gilderspaste.com Also in many art stores, Craft Supplies USA, and Amazon
• Baroque Art Gilders Paste
Gesso by Golden or Liquitex found anywhere acrylic paints are sold (i.e. Michaels/Hobby
Lobby/JoAnn Fabrics.) Black, white, and clear (to mix with acrylic paint for unlimited color
varieties.
• Copper rivets or nails (solid copper, not plated) can be found at marine supply; roofing supply;
and farrier supply.

Upcoming Programs

November 16 - Get ready, the annual Holiday Potluck
Party will be here before you know it! The evening
festivities will include a delicious holiday feast (the
club will provide turkey and ham, you bring an
appetizer, salad, side dish, or dessert), the infamous
Bucket Raffle and a Silent Auction. Spouses and S.O.s
welcome! It will be the last opportunity to submit any
spin tops for the 2017 Tops for Tots program.
Election of officers for the coming year will be held.

December 2017 -

NWW does not hold a regular
meeting during December. See you in January!
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Know Your Woods
Wenge (Millettia laurenti), is a tropical wood from Central

Africa, grows 60-90 ft tall with a 3-4 ft trunk diameter. It
has excellent strength and hardness properties, although it
is splintery and blunts tool edges. Heartwood is medium
brown with thin nearly black streaks. It is dark enough to
be used as a substitue for ebony in some applications.
Straight grained with a coarse texture; low natural sheen.
The wood is popular in segmented woodturning because of
its dimensional stability and color contrast with lighter
woods such as maple. Prices are high and likely to remain
so due to limited supply.
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Turning on the Web*...
Contributed by Rick Anderson
The holidays are approaching and our thoughts often
turn to turning ornaments for friends and family…...as
well as to compete in the Ornament Competition at our
holiday party on November 16th.
The internet is certainly one great place to gather
inspiration for your ornament project(s). Lots of photos
and “how to” tips!
To start getting inspired, here's a link to a great display of ornaments on Pinterest!
https://www.pinterest.com/search/pins/?q=turned wooden christmas ornaments&rs=typed

For further inspiration, here's a link to a great display of ornaments on
Google:
https://www.google.com/search?q=wood+turned+christmas+ornaments
+for+sale&lr=&sa=X&hl=en&as_qdr=all&biw=981&bih=502&tbm=i
sch&source=iu&pf=m&ictx=1&fir=symQrhsoB8IbM%253A%252CmSccvcPWIC9nYM%252C_&usg=__AJnxeXY_6YVAc9
UzlFIjQbaJStI%3D&ved=0ahUKEwjk8yS74_XAhVB3mMKHcGHBmEQ9QEI3AEwBQ#imgrc=symQrhsoB8I-bM:

Finally, here's a link to an article on Woodturning Online
showing a number of ornament examples, each one includes an
article on how to make your own:
https://www.woodturningonline.com/projects.php?catid=56

*The internet contains a wealth of information of value to woodturners. Some is direct “how to”
articles and videos ...other resources provide inspiration and techniques which can be applied to our
craft. But remember, the internet is unedited, so beware of poor and unsafe techniques.
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Novices' Corner

How To.... Turn a Square Natural Edge Bowl

A square bowl with bark? How can that be?

by Tom Boley
(reprinted with permission
of the author)

The basic, or standard, natural edge bowl has the inside of the bowl facing outward, essentially
"through" the bark. This bowl has its top, or opening, toward the center of the tree. For your first
effort, use a log which is only about 6" in diameter. Cut a piece as long as it is wide and then cut
it again from end to end through the center so you have two half logs.
Do not cut the blank round, keep it square,
or even a bit longer than the width of the
log. Mount a half log on a small faceplate
or screw chuck on the flat side with the
tailstock live center up against the round
bark side of the bowl. You can also use a
spur drive. This picture shows the half log
mounted with the end facing the turner.
As usual, turn the outside of the bowl first,
shaping the bottom with a tenon for later
chucking and keeping the top edge flat and
square. Leave a square face on the faceplate
side at least a half inch thick.

This picture to the right is how the
bowl should now look on the lathe.
The flat top is on the left and the
bottom, which you are shaping, is
on the right. As you continue to
shape the bottom, be conscious of
the thickness of the top square,
leaving it at least 1/2" thick for your
roughed out bowl.
Note in the picture on the top of
the following page how the bevel
of the bowl gouge is pointed
directly up into the wood to cut
along the outside of the bowl and
then swing out toward yourself
under the square top face. At this point, the outside of the bowl curves up and out. That is a
good option and can be left that way once you cut away enough wood so the size of the bowl is
distinct from the square top.
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The image to the right shows the large
bowl gouge in the correct position to
represent cutting straight across under
the top square. That can be done in
multiple cuts to flatten the bottom side
of the square. Shape the tenon to fit your
chuck jaws and then remove the bowl
from screw chuck or faceplate and grip
in a four-jaw chuck. First, face off the
top so it is parallel to the bottom of that
square part. You can leave a lip at the
top around where you will make the
inside of the bowl or leave it flat to
where you cut the inside of the bowl.
On the left, see how the corners of the
square bowl spin around creating a ghost
image. Do not get your fingers or other
body parts near that ghost image or you
will feel pain. Once the tenon is firmly
embraced by the chuck, using a bowl
gouge, flatten the top face and then
remove wood from the inside of the bowl,
taking care to keep the thickness of the
sides of the bowl the same from top to
near the bottom. The thickness of the sides
should be the same as the thickness of the
square part.
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Remove bowl from chuck and reverse in
a jam chuck to finish-shape the base of
the bowl. Since it is jam-chucked, you
will have to keep the tail stock live
center up against it. Turn as far toward
the center as you feel comfortable and
then remove that little post in the center
with a small saw or chisel.
If roughing only, leave plenty of wood
to accommodate changes in shape as it
dries. Anchorseal and set aside for
several months. If completing the bowl
now, sand the outside after turning, the
inside after turning, and the bottom
after final shaping. Let dry, then varnish.
A variation in style is to flare the outside of the bowl up and out from the tenon and then shape
the top and inside to match the outside shape. The top will look square looking down on it but
from the sides, the square top will be high at the corners and lower between the corners,
creating a very interesting effect.

Tom Boley has been turning since about 1995, has done demonstrations for clubs in five states, and teaches at

the John C. Campbell Folk School in NC. He has been president of three clubs, two of which he started, one in
VA and one in KS. Contact Tom at tboley10@gmail.com.

Outtakes
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Sawdust Saturdays
Sawdust Saturdays have been designed by club volunteers to help new turners develop skills
and be introduced to different opportunities in wood turning. Classes are held at the club
shop in Bayview. We begin the class about 9 am and wrap up about 3 pm. Our club has
eight mini-lathes available to learn on as well as a basic set of turning tools for each lathe.
The next scheduled session is:

January (?) 2018 - Topic TBD

PLEASE NOTE: Ed Frank and Mike Young, who have done an absolutely awesome job
of organizing and running the Sawdust Saturday Program for years, will be stepping
down at the end of this year. Many members have directly benefitted from Sawdust
Saturdays -- it is a valuable program that we anxious to continue. We are looking for

an enthusiastic member (or a duo, or even a trio or quartet) who would be interested
in heading up a new version of Sawdust Saturdays. If you are worried that you don't

have sufficient knowledge and experience, don't let that concern you. We have
members with the requisite expertise who are willing to take on a Saturday session or
two during the year -- we just need a person or group who can plan and coordinate the
nine or so annual sessions. Feel free to contact Mike or Ed for further information.
Moreover, if you have suggestions or ideas about how we might enhance the program
please get in touch with Ray Shields (outgoing President) or Tom Thorton (incoming
President) -- contact info for both is on page 13 of this issue..

Wood Trivia Quiz
1. Which of the following is a softwood?

2. Which is densest (heaviest per volume)?

Apple
Walnut
Yew
Balsa

Which is NOT a correct pairing of wood and its color?
Gaboon ebony: black
Purpleheart: purple
White pine: white
Padauk: orange-red

4.

All wood comes from trees.
True
False

1-Yew; 2-Lignum vitae; 3-White pine (it's yellow);
4-False (certain grasses and shrubs produce wood).

3.

Lignum vitae
Redwood
Ironwood
White Oak
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Club Contacts
Northwest Washington Woodturners
P.O. Box 31
Mt. Vernon, WA 98373

President

Ray Shields
President@nwwwt.org

Vice President

Tom Thorton
VicePresident@nwwwt.org

Secretary

Gary Moore
Secretary@nwwwt.org

Treasurer

Jeff Phillips
Treasurer@nwwwt.org

Members at Large

Phil Kezele
pkezele@wavecable.com

Membership Chairperson

360-671-3072

425-948-6717

360-293-7305

Mentoring Chairperson
Events Chairperson

Dennis Shinn (Acting)

woodturner@anatechsys.com

206-372-5123

360-840-5680

480-338-3395

rodney.parker@cox.net

360-240-8962

James Plessner
jmplessner@hotmail.com

Jesse Charette
jesse.charette@gmail.com

360-757-7730

Rod Parker

480-338-3395

Website Chairperson

Laura Matthews - Assistant
George Way
georgerway@gmail.com

360-671-7141

Rod Parker
rodney.parker@cox.net

Les Books
l.books09@gmail.com

360-941-4408

Education Outreach Chairperson

360-854-9909

Sawdust Saturday Chairpersons
Ed Frank
edwinfrank@comcast.net

Ron Means
360-222-3092
ron.means@rocketmail.com

Programs Chairperson

Michael McCunn
Membership@nwwwt.org

Mike Young
mjyoungana@gmail.com

Library Chairperson
Ron Wehde

ron.wehde@gmail.com

Gallery Photographer

360-293-5067

Ron Means
ron.means@rocketmail.com

Newsletter Editor

360-920-1485

Ray Shields
rayshields@msn.com
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360-293-5534
360-293-4236

425-745-9851

360-222-3092

360-671-3072

Ads
This space is set aside for contributors and for members to advertise free of charge to sell or purchase tools, wood,
etc. Please submit your ad to the Newsletter Editor by the last Thursday of the month or submit it to him at the
meeting for inclusion in the next month's newsletter.

REQUEST FOR WOODTURNING SERVICES
My name is Jeff Haynes, and I am a member of the NCWA (i.e., a flat woodworker).
I am looking for someone who could turn approximately 50 "stepped dowels" for me.
I will provide further details, but the dowels would be about 7 inches long, half of each
dowel around 1 1/8 inch diameter, the other half 1 1/4 inch diameter.
I will provide the wood for the dowels (primarily padouk, quilted maple and wenge).
If interested, please contact me for additional information:

Jeff Haynes
707-499-0846
jphaynes1 @gmail.com

1401 E St
Bellingham, WA 98225
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POWERMATIC 14 INCH BANDSAW
MODEL 141

FOR SALE $280
Includes new Kreg fence, several new blades
Located in Anacortes
Contact: Ed Frank

360-293-5534

Heavy Duty WOOD LATHE,
built by Denver Ulery, from
Redmond, WA.
• AC/DC 5 HP Motor
• Total weight: 1,000 lbs

$600
Vernon Leibrant (360-966-5183) is
selling this large lathe for a friend
who is no longer able to use it.
Want to turn an impressively large
bowl? Then this is the lathe for
you.
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Ads (Cont'd)
WOODWORKING TOOLS FOR SALE
A friend's husband passed away and she is wanting to sell
the following tools, at about half retail price.
If interested, call Bob Bostwick @ 360-929-3887.

Spindle Sander Craftsman,
1 /2 HP.... $50

Sawstop 10" Contractor plus 3 blades
and mobile stand ... $950

Spindle Sander Grizzly model 1071
plus mobile stand.. . $400

Shaper Grizzly model G1035 (2 each)
plus extension table, feeder, and mobile
stand... $300 each

Planer Ryobi 10"... $50

Belt/Disc Sander, 6" disc, 3 x 24"
belt, 1 /3 HP... $50
Belt/Disc Sander, Delta, 6" disc,
3 x 24 " belt, 1 /3 HP... $50
16

Dust Collector System, Grizzly,
2 HP, Model #1029Z2... $175

Radial Arm Saw Craftsman, 10",
2.5 HP... $250

Disc Sander Grizzly 12",
3/4 HP... $90

Ads (Cont'd)

LATHE AND TURNING EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
I have a variable speed Nova 3000 lathe with a
Leeson 1 HP motor. Quiet running with good
torque. Bed extension, outboard toolrest.
Included are 3 Oneway chucks, a Nova chuck,
many Sorby, Crown and other bowl gouges,
spindle gouges, skews, scrapers, and other
turning tools, along with extra jaws, drive
centers, live centers, McNaughton corin system,
EasyCore coring system, and much more.. Also
included is a Gast vacuum pump, hose, padded
vacuum chucks,

All items are in a barn on Orcas Island (about 7
min drive from ferry terminal). Due to time
constraints, I would like to sell as a single lot at
a reduced price. Asking $1490 for everything.
If interested, please contact me for additional
info and pictures.
Thanks,

Justin Neiderneyer
justinspinasse@gmail.com
917-225-3822
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Ads (Cont'd)

JET 1221 VS LATHE FOR SALE
Brand new Jet 1221 lathe with stand (I ordered it shortly before talking with another
woodturner and ultimately buying his entire apparatus, including a Powermatic 4224 lathe,
tools and vacuum chucks). A number of accessory items with lathe, including a Grizzly wood
lathe chuck set in its own padded carrying case.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 HP VS motor, 115V, 6A
12.5" swing over bed
Spindle thread: 1" x 8 TPI
Speed range: 60-3600 rpm
Digital RPM readout
Knockout bar and wrench
Drive center
Ball bearing live center
Toolrest x 2
Faceplate

The Grizzly chuck set includes a 4-jaw
chuck with indexed backplate and
multiple jaws, screw chuck, small Cole
type jaw set, chuck key and T-handle
hex wrench.
Total cost to me for all of the above new
items was $1430. Would like to sell
entire package for $1200.
Contact: Norman

Lanford
n.lanford@sbcglobal.net
(512) 751-1272
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Ads (Cont'd)

Have some hand-me-down tools
you would like to donate?
Contact our Store Manager, Richard
Mabie (Richard@mabiemail.com), or
bring the tools to a Thurs. regular
meeting. Thank you!!!

to our Club members
(and tax free, too!)
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Ads (Cont'd)

Please note that Craft Supplies provides our club with
several hundred dollars in Gift Certificates each year.
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